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The atmosphere

A transparent gas mixture:

78.1% Nitrogen (N)
20.9% Oxygen (O)
0.93% Argon (Ar)

>1% Water vapour (H2Ogas)
0.04% Carbon dioxide (CO2)

Ozone, Freon
Other pollutants in gas phase



Our thin atmosphere, a gradual transition to 
space



Weather and climate a result of:

The atmosphere

Energy from 
the sun



Main purpose of weather
Redistribute energy (heat) from the tropics toward the poles.

The air in the cells can 
only circulate within the 
troposphere, not higher, 
see next slide!
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Tutorial on youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ye45DGkqUkE



Example of todays weather, seen 
from space

http://www.smhi.se/vadret/nederbord-molnighet/satellit-europa

A climatological picture is given if 262 800 hours/individual 
pictures are averaged! 
+ a few more to compensate for leap year.

That would be a 30 year average picture!



How to form clouds?

An air 
parcel

Move the air parcel upward

Warmer then air above Forced upward

As the air parcel 
rises it will expand 
and cool down

When the relative 
humidity reaches 
100% cloud will form 

Height

Temp. of
air parcel

d = 0.98 C/100m 
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The earth’s energy balance  
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What’s missing in the previous picture?

1) No evaporation

2) No energy input/source to/from the ground 



Where does the energy go?

How is it used /redistributed within the atmosphere?

Rn = G + H + LE

Rn = available energy if form of radiation (solar + heat)

G = the sunlight can heat the surface or 
a warmer surface can heat the air above

H = transport of heat in the air, either upward or downward

LE  = evaporation or condensation



CO2 - equivalents

A measure of how large influence the gas has on the 
green house effect. CO2 is set to 1.

CO2 Eq = amount of gas  its GWP

where GWP = Global Warming Potential

Methane is 21 times more effective compared to CO2



Ice core records
Air temperature in Antarctica

Level of CO2 in Antarctica
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Global temperature anomaly 

year https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/



Radiative forcing 1750 - 2005



Total anthropogenic radiative forcing 
relative to pre industrial time1750

in2011 – out2011 = + 2,29 W/m2

out                 in               out 



Changes caused by

• Emissions of air pollutants and 
greenhouse gases 

• Changes in land use



Cloud optical thickness

M. Sporre 2009

Polluted clouds 
are brighter and 
reflect more of the 
incoming sunlight!



Rain dropp 
2 mm

Cloud dropplet
20 m

Condensation nuclei
0.2 m

A size reference



Dropplet size

The droplets in polluted 
clouds are smaller, and 
gives less precipitation 
(requires larger drops)



Condensation trails
Acts as clouds and 
reflect more of the 
incoming sunlight!



Change in land use



Urban heat island



Example from London

>18.5 °C

<16.5 °C



A larger overview

Image taken from: http://tools.decc.gov.uk/nationalheatmap/



More moisture is needed!



Examples from south west Australia



Seen from above





Forest fires and climate change?
2014-08-04



Increased risk for forest fire, 
based on climate scenarios

days



Global climate model, different climate scenarios

Regional climate model
down scaling

– 0
Hydrological 
model

Define a forest 
fire index

Final result



Hurricanes

• It is premature to conclude that human 
activities have already had a detectable 
impact on Atlantic hurricane activity.



Adapting to our current climate!

To short time period 
for analyzing 
“climate change”



Weather/climate/hydrological 
related disasters

• Storms
• Drought
• Extreme temperatures
• Wild fires
• Floods
• Mass movement (includes subsidence, 

rockfalls, avalanches and landslides).



Number of globally  reported disasters by decade 
by hazard type (1971–2010)



Reported economic losses globally by 
decade by hazard type (1971–2010)
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Increasing specific humidity 
(green line)

1975 Year 2010

Green line specific humidity anomaly
Thin blue line sea surface temp anomaly (El Niño/La Niña)



Some results from my research



C. Johansson

EWEC 
London 2004

Energy content of the wind, 
Scandinavia
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No significant trend can be found!
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Ice layers in the snowpack 
1961-1976                   1977-1992                  1993-2009

# ice hard layers
at  the surface 9                                   6                               26

Cumulative HSice       381 cm  (6%) 538 cm (5%) 646 cm (10%)

0 = ground level,  1 = top of the snow pack



Warm event during winter

Bokhorst et al. (2009)



Normalized difference vegetation 
index (NDVI)

MODIS-derived NDVI values at 
0.25 km2 resolution show 26% 
reduction over >1424 km2

Abisko Bokhorst et al. (2009)



Green house gases

• More on the physics behind the green 
house effect.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrared_spectroscopy



No greenhouse effect



With greenhouse effect



CO2 emissions per capita



CO2 emmisions


